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Historical and Game Design Commentary:

I should mention right here that I used the map and infantry strengths of my previous game, France 1914, as a basis for Blitzkrieg!  The Attack on the West, 1940.  The difference in this 1940 game is the advent of massed armor groups and airpower, and the dramatically different pace of events demonstrates the difference in outcome of the German offensives in the respective world wars.  The teaching/learning value of playing the two games - the simpler, introductory France 1914 first, of course - is considerable.

In May of 1940, another European - not yet seen as world - war was well underway.  Nazi Germany, along with its first war ally Soviet Russia, had co-invaded and divided Poland.  In Apr-May40, Denmark and Norway had been conquered by an unprecedented aerial and seaborne Blitzkrieg - "lightning war" - giving German Kriegsmarine surface ships access to northern seas and even the North Atlantic.  Meanwhile, the torpedo problems which had plagued early U-boat attacks were being solved and Allied merchant ship losses were starting to mount.  And before the war, British modern warfare theorists Fuller and Lidell-Hart (among others) had warned of the necessity for Allied high commands to think in mobile warfare "tank time" - to realize that military operations would be transformed into a far faster pace and greater shock than the comparatively static war-of-attrition trench warfare of the First World War.

Despite all this, the Free World had good reasons to be optimistic about the war's outcome.  The British Royal Navy and French Marin completely outnumbered the Kriegsmarine in every class of ship, including aircraft carriers of which the Germans would never have any operational.  The French Army had more and better tanks than the German Wehrmacht, and the British Royal Air Force (RAF) and French air force seemed to be on par with the Luftwaffe.  The strongly and deeply built, mutually supporting fortifications of France's Maginot Line facing Germany promised safety or at least minimum casualties from direct German attack.  However, within only 5 weeks of the 10May40 German Blitzkrieg against the West - Holland, Belgium, and France - all those countries' capitals would be taken and Belgium and France would collapse, to submit to humiliating surrender terms and cruel Nazi occupation until 1944 Liberation by Britain, the U.S., and the Free French (with considerable help from Dutch, Belgian, and French resistance groups).

The shock to the world of the French collapse - of Evil's apparent triumph - is difficult to imagine now.  And how The Fall of France could happen was hard to understand.  However, it can be explained by recognizing key social and strategic factors not fully appreciated at the time.  An entire generation of young Frenchmen had been exterminated in the First World War holocaust, no one in the West wanted yet another one, and no one wanted to die in such a war.  Percentage-wise, the loss of young Germans had been less - the Germans had soon devised doctrines to minimize trench warfare losses - and the German birthrate (and thus Second World War manpower) was not significantly reduced.  And still bitter about the harsh and humiliating Versailles Treaty and the German people's post-WW1 deprivation and suffering, Hitler and many Germans were eager for a rematch with new weapons and Blitzkrieg operational doctrines devised and tested secretly in Soviet Russia and overtly in the Spanish Civil War.  Thus, the morale and vigor of France and the French Army was very fragile while that of the Germans was very high.

France and its army were also politically vulnerable:  not only were there French fascists, Stalin did not want France defeating his ally Hitler too soon and directed the French Communist Party - its participating non-Stalinists had been purged/exterminated in the Spanish Civil War during the 1937 Siege of Barcelona - to sabotage France's war industry and effort any way it could.  (See the French film Triple Agent for a depiction of active and lethal Soviet intrigues in the West between the world wars.)

In actual capability, the French Army of 1940 was little different from that of 1914-18, and the similarity of the Allied armies' strengths in this game and my previous (and popular) France 1914 game is no accident.  At least at the start, the French high command communicated with its armies with hand-delivered orders/messages rather than instant radio communications, greatly impeding responsiveness, mobility, and a chance to gain offensive or counteroffensive battlefield initiative.  Although there were a few groupings of mobile/armored divisions, they were mostly subordinated to the infantry armies - thus, the two 4-factor and two 3-factor French armies in the game.  (The "Groupe Mobile" units in my game are nonhistorical labels of the one or two groups of French armored and motorized divisions which had some independent armored command capability.)  In contrast, the Germans had five powerful motorized corps - labeled panzer korps later in the war and in this game - concentrating armored forces for maximum mobility, shock, penetration, and independent action.

But what decisively multiplied Blitzkrieg shock was the development of aerial ground support:  spearheading units could have critical points of concentrated enemy resistance weakened and even obliterated by pinpoint, heavy bombardment by on-call Luftwaffe dive bombers like the notorious "bird of prey" Junkers 87 Stuka, without having to lose vital time waiting for heavy artillery units to move up on congested routes of advance to get into range (as later happened in the Germans' Ardennes counteroffensive of Dec44).

And once the German Blitzkrieg got going in the West and French command control became Disrupted and lost, there was in more and more ranks panic - or more accurately a numbing, immobilizing, fatalistic depression - especially among infantry being penetrated, bypassed, surrounded, and/or overrun by armored forces they were inadequately equipped and/or commanded to fend off and halt.

The strategic consequences of the overrunning of Denmark and Norway and The Fall of France in 1940 were many and profound.  No longer could the rest of the West assume that the "good guys" were going to win against such powerfully efficient totalitarian states as Nazi Germany and Soviet Russia.  Realists in the United States realized it was only a matter of time before we were pulled into the Second World War, and America under Roosevelt began preparing for that and assisting the British and later Russians any way we could.  

On the German side, in Poland, Scandinavia, and the West, Hitler had understood the awesome potential of the new Blitzkrieg weapons and doctrine better than his senior generals, and Nazi Germany's crushing victories had been won despite their conservatism and pessimism.  With Britain seemingly neutralized by U-boat attacks and by threats to its positions in Africa, the Mideast, and the rest of the world, Hitler would next in 1941 order a Blitzkrieg attack on a vaster scale against a far larger and stronger enemy - Soviet Russia - disregarding his own interwar admonitions against a two-front war.  This, along with his declaration of war on the United States after Pearl Harbor/7Dec41 - a hoped-for declaration of war against the Soviet Union by the Japanese was never reciprocated - would be terminal strategic miscalculation on a vast scale ... and his and Nazi Germany's undoing.  Thus, Hitler's 1940 victories fanned his megalomania, which culminated in his and Germany's complete and utter destruction in 1945.

 *****

Note that in my game Undisrupted armies have Strong Zones of Control/ZOCs (into adjacent hexagons) that can stop enemy movement and that the Alllies have 13 armies (counting the Belgian and Dutch armies) to the Germans' 8.  However, once those Allied armies do become Disrupted by Stukas and/or repeated hammering on the ground by the more highly concentrated/powerful Wehrmacht units - and note the positioning of the phase for the Recovery of Disrupted units, so that Disruption of retreating forces can be maintained and because of their Disruption they can then even be eliminated in the immediately following Blitzkrieg phase (for the Germans) and even the following game-turn - an accelerating Allied breakdown and collapse of 1940 can be achieved and replicated by the German player.

Although it had only 2 panzer divisions, I have rated (Hoth's) 15. Panzerkorps a 3 because one of those divisions - the 7th - was commanded by General Erwin Johann Rommel, later to become "The Desert Fox." 


Advice on Play of the Game:

In my first game as the Germans, I tried (historically) Terror Bombing the Dutch into immediate surrender with a massed, all-5-fliegerkorps attack.  Against all odds, 3 of my fks were shot down by seemingly unerring - Hazemeyer-Radar-control?? - Dutch antiaircraft gunners, and only 1 fk scored a D of the necessary 2Ds.  Not only was I thus on the first turn deprived the use of my airpower against Allied troop concentrations and indeed the use of over half my airpower for the first 2 game-turns, the enraged Dutch were empowered to more vigorously resist any further German attacks and my posting of an army against Holland had to become permanent.

Conclusion:  As the German, don't throw your campaign - game - away counting on Luftwaffe Terror Bombing dice ... and the air warfare theorist Douhet.  You can better maximize luck with sagacious maneuver and deployment of air-supported ground forces.

The restrictions on concentration of the Ardennes and even just the narrowness of Belgium encourages the German to attack Holland and flank Belgium from the north (even if the Dutch survive behind their Amsterdam/Rotterdam Fortified Zone defensive line).  A narrow Allied front line can be vulnerable to retreating Allied units Disrupting second line units behind them.  A lengthened, thinner Allied line means fewer backup units/positions.  Thus, although initially (and potentially) strong, defensively, in Blitzkrieg!  The Attack on the West 1940, the Allied forces are very brittle.

In any case, the German must maintain the offensive by focussed aerial and ground attack and avoid advancing even powerful armies and panzerkorps into positions vulnerable to strong Allied counterattacks which can lose or even reverse initiative.

And the Allied player should watch for such opportunities, while trying to maintain a coherent line in depth, with avenues open for retreats of forward units without Disrupting supporting backup units.

Defend Maginot Line hex R5 with at least 4 factors.

In any case, the Allied player must be(come) someone who doesn't fatalistically give in to panic ... and to defeat, even when that is happening.  :-)
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